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Dear Founder,

Congratulations. You’ve completed the successful token sale/ICO of X coin.
Now that you’ve issued your token to your investors, the next step is to figure out how best to create value
and presence for your coin.
In today’s market, the usual method of creating value and presence for your coin is to list it in one of the
larger centralized exchanges. The problem with this is, the listing process takes a lot of time and
resources and can cost you millions of dollars.
Instead of letting you hang on to the funds that need to be invested back into promoting your venture,
your money goes straight to the pockets of the exchanges.
But there’s a smarter solution.
The best way to create value for your token as promised to your investors is through high volume in
trading and by your venture’s success and progress. In order to successfully reach these challenging
goals, IBINEX offers a unique P2P tailor-made coin listing solution that’s comprehensive, safe, transparent
and cost effective.

Here’s a quick breakdown of the IBINEX listing plan:
IBINEX gives the option to certified coin issuers to take full control of your venture’s future and your coin’s
value by allowing you to create your own exchange.
This self-managed exchange solution brings game changing advantages to the coin issuer venture:


Independent cost effective ecosystem, powered and controlled by the coin founders



Added value through forming a trading ring for the coin that’s simple fast and secure



An additional source of income stream to the venture through trades over the platform



Instant and reliable 24\7 liquidity platform for investors and venture



Prevention of huge losses and scam operations by creating a secure traction ring for the coin



Fast secure onboarding process (between 4-6 weeks)



ZERO starting cost



Built-in licensing/banking/processing services (dependent on territory)

By choosing the IBINEX coin listing solution, you’ll be free to create an A-Z eco system for your coin that
is safe, time-efficient, transparent, secure and investor friendly; while adding additional income and liquidity opportunities for your venture. This is the most cost-efficient way to secure the future of your venture,
your coin and your investor funds.

